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Competing views of 
Efficiency
• Personal virtue
• General public good, 

“social program”
• Revealed only in 

markets
• A power system 

resource



Coal vs gas? Both rising



“But what if we do switch to gas, and 
then the cost goes through the roof?”



Embedded efficiency can provide 
long-term peak benefits 

Combined Commercial Cooling and Lighting Loadshape
Baseline and Load Management Compared to Energy Efficiency
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Load Densities - Southern New England

The geography of congestion



My screensaver - 2001



State of Energy -- 2003



Fragmented industry  challenges 
integrated valuation of EE

Lower pollution loading, 
greater reliability

Society 

Lower cost of capability 
reserves

RTO/power pool/RTO

Lower power purchases, 
opportunity sales

Load-serving entity

Avoid upgrades, less 
congestion

Transmission Company

Avoid upgrades, more 
reliable system

Distribution Company

Lower bill, more reliabilityCustomer



Efficiency Reloaded –
Strategy overview

(1) Stay in the game – so far, so good
(2) Expose the value of efficiency to 

market participants at each level—
work at retail and wholesale

(3) Remove barriers to EE at every level 
(4) Create integrating mechanisms to 

combine EE values where possible



Portfolio Management

• Stop pretending retail service is competitive
• Assign duty to acquire a longer term, diverse 

resource portfolio to distribution company (or 
other entity)

• Put Energy Efficiency back in the picture as a 
resource

• Manage for both risk and cost
• Build on emerging wholesale markets through 

competitive supply acquisition



Cumulative 1998-2012

$225 mil

RI: $56 mil
MA: $624 mil

CT: $1,216 mil
NJ: $836 mil

$156 mil

$110 mil.

$525 mil

$3,152 mil

$315 mil

$44 mil

Energy efficiency funds

$126 mil.

• 19 funds = $7.9 
billion thru 2012

TBD--10% of
load growth
by 2004

DE: $21 mil
$150 mil

ME: $254 mil

MD: $65 mil

VT: $64 mil
NH: TBD



Efficiency opportunities 
in wholesale markets

• FERC: “NS-SMD” (Not So Standard Market 
Design)
-- Market Depth, not Geographic Breadth, is the key to wholesale 

market success. 
– ICF study: 40% of SMD benefits are due to Demand Response

• LMP, Multi-settlements – great for high-value 
load center resources
– Important beachheads to protect

• Resource adequacy, Regional reliability charges –
opportunities for efficiency?

• Avoid policies that mask the value of load 
center resources  



Power delivery 
policies for efficiency

• (1) Performance Regulation to fix throughput 
addiction by wires companies

• (2) Planning and investing: long-term 
efficiency can defer or displace power 
delivery expansion needs

• National Grid Study: “Expansion of the transmission 
system must be viewed as one strategy in a portfolio to address 
transmission bottlenecks; this portfolio also includes locating 
generation closer to loads, relying on voluntary customer 
load reductions, and targeting energy efficiency and 
distributed generation.”

• Distribution Utility Planning



Lighter loads improve 
reliability at every link



Market barriers to efficiency



Conclusions

• “A fundamental imbalance between 
supply and demand defines our nation’s 
energy crisis.” 
– Vice-President Cheney, National Energy Policy 2001

• “Can we pay for this? We can pay for 
any damn thing we want to.”
– Lester Lave, CMU November 2001

• “Let’s pay less and get more”
– Richard Cowart



“There, there it is again – the invisible 
hand of the market, giving us the finger”



If Demand Response is so wonderful, why is 
there so little of it?
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Two principles
• Resource parity:  Energy efficiency, load 

management, demand-side bidding, and distributed 
resources – in addition to traditional generation and 
transmission resources -- are all potentially cost-
effective means of meeting reliability needs identified 
by system operators and power pool managers.  
When socialized cost recovery is sought, demand-
side resources be treated comparably to supply-side 
and wires options both in analysis and in access to 
funding.

• Least-cost standard: A principal criterion for 
selecting a solution that is qualified to receive 
socialized support should be whether it is the lowest-
cost, reasonably available solution to an unmet 
system need, considered on a total cost basis.  



 Efficient Reliability
 Decision Rule

Before "socializing" the costs of a 
proposed reliability-enhancing 
investment through uplift or tariff, 
PUCs and FERC should first require a 
showing:  

that the relevant market is fully open to 
demand-side as well as supply resources; 
that the proposed investment is the lowest cost, 
reasonably-available means to correct a 
remaining market failure; and 
that benefits from the investment will be 
widespread, and thus appropriate for 
broad-based funding.



Open season & comparable 
cost recovery opportunities

• Recommendation: Ensure comparable 
cost recovery opportunities for 
transmission and non-transmission 
resource solutions

• Whether a grid problem is resolved through a 
transmission or non-transmission solution, or 
a combination of them, the solution should 
qualify for cost recovery through transmission 
tariffs or wholesale uplift charges on the 
same basis.



DR Opportunity 3: 
Distribution policy 

• Starting points: 
– distribution costs vary greatly by location, but rates 

do not
– DR can avoid or defer expensive upgrades

• New Strategies:
– Distributed utility planning
– Deaveraged buy-back rates
– Disco PBR – give disco an incentive to lower the 

marginal cost of delivery without promoting 
throughput

• Venues: state PUCs, utilities with stressed 
distribution grids



Efficiency Performance 
Standard Concept

• Requirement to achieve specified 
incremental savings each year (x% of 
kWh sales or peak MW)

• Implemented by LSE’s, with oversight 
by regulators (PUCs; governing bodies 
for public utilities)

• Savings measured according to 
established protocols



Natural Gas Supply:  adding 20 to 25 BCF 
demand to a 60 BCF base

Gas v. Electric competition; 
Gas Pipeline Capacity; new bottlenecks

Gas Pipeline Reliability 
Compressor failure - new 1st order 
contingency

E Transmission - New congestion points
Distribution and substation capacity
Environmental loading capacity

Chasing High Loads: 
creating new weak links


